Last Friday, over 200 Lawrence students participated in the campus activities as a part of the National Day of Protest Against Apartheid.

The first part of the campus day of protest involved an informative speech given by Mr. O'Brien, professor of Anthropology, about the history of South Africa. He was assisted by a panel of faculty specialists in the fields of politics and economics— including professors Dana and Povolny. President Warch was also present to inform the student body of the official policies of Lawrence University.

Jon Richards, president and representative of LUCC at the informational session, gave some opening remarks concerning the issue. He reminded everyone that although the situation in South Africa doesn't affect Lawrentians directly, global human rights should nonetheless be taken seriously.

"We need to act as a responsible intellectual and active community on the issue of Apartheid," Jon commented. "We should be offended by a group of people treating another group as animals."

A BRIEF HISTORY

Professor O'Brien gave an information-packed historical sketch of race relations and colonialism in South Africa. He started by tracing the history of the white colonization of southern Africa. As the Dutch began to colonize in the region, tensions started to rise because of their desire for more land and the reactions they encountered as they put pressure on the native population. This was also a time of militarization among African societies in response to the encroachment of the Europeans.

When significant deposits of gold and diamonds were discovered in the region of southern Africa, the British embarked on a war of conquest in 1884. In 1910, the British and the Dutch arrived at a negotiated settlement. This was the beginning of the policy of "white supremacy" in South Africa.

The culmination of all these events was the rise of the Nationalist Party which came to power in 1932—about the same time as Hitler and the Nazis gained power in Germany. The Nationalists' policies of right-wing extremism and extreme racism were very similar to those of the Nazi's.

The brutal system of Apartheid was constructed in the 1930's and has remained intact ever since. The white minority government is still in power.

continued on p. 3

Skaters Wooed by Local Club

Investigators probe alleged recruiting violations

by Fluff Stephens

Last year Appleton hockey received a glimmer of hope in its quest for respectability when the Lawrence University team made a serious bid for varsity status. This bid was edged out by that ever-popular American past time, fencing. With fencing receiving the varsity nod, many area hockey enthusiasts feared that the future of the sport might be in trouble. This was not the case, however, as hockey supporters rallied around the fact that varsity status for the hockey team would be reviewed again in 1985.

The loyal Appleton hockey community has again been jolted by a division within its ranks. With the establishment of the expansion team, the Fox Valley Lasers of the Badger State League, scandal broke out in this hockey hotbed. The controversy took the form of competition for players between Lawrence and the Lasers. With this competition came accusations of alleged recruiting violations on the part of the uptown Fox Valley club.

At the present moment, five members of the Lawrence University Vikings are holding out and will not report to the Vikings' camp when it begins in January. The holdouts include the core of the Vikings' defensive unit, Goaltender Bruno Mangiardi as well as defenceman Johnas Stephens and Jim Maxsimu. The other two holdouts are Lawrence's top rookie recruits Mark Pelligrino and a name neither side would disclose.

Where will they be in January?

Where will they be in January?
OMMMMMMMMM

by Scott Whitcomb

How would you like to reduce your stress level caused by pressures from that impossible class you’re taking this term? Or how about actually finding your “true self” out of the vast array of selves you exhibit every day?

Better yet, how would you feel about discovering the unifying law of the universe that Einstein failed to realize in his lifetime?

According to Harry Bright and Ann Pflaumer, accredited teachers of Transcendental Meditation, you can have all this and more if you learn the Science of Creative Intelligence.

Mr. Bright and Ms. Pflaumer say that the key to the universe can be unlocked for any individual who decides to try meditation—as long as the method used is the one taught by the Maharishi Yogi.

No, this is not a cult dreamed up by some California followers of a guru who has become institutionalized as an educational tool in a small liberal arts college.

In fact, Transcendental Meditation (or TM), has become institutionalized as an educational tool in a small liberal arts college in the U.S.—in Fairfield, Iowa, of all places.

The Maharishi International University (MIU) was founded by Maharishi Yogi himself in 1971. The school is not unlike Lawrence in terms of its curriculum and its size. The big difference is that at Lawrence, students are not required to sit and meditate for 40 minutes a day.

THE CAMPUS VISIT

Both Harry Bright and Ann Pflaumer came to the campus last Saturday as representatives of MIU to talk with Lawrence about TM and the science of Creative Intelligence.

It was a fascinating discussion, even though only three Lawrence students attended.

Surprisingly, neither of these Maharishi Yogi followers donned the white robe and sandals—a mode of dress usually associated with the Far Eastern Buddhist monks who meditate as a normal part of their day. (Harry wore a grey suit and Ann wore a blue dress.)

The two speakers were in town speaking at the various high schools in the Appleton area and decided that, as long as they were in the vicinity, they might as well stop at Lawrence.

THE LECTURE

Harry Bright gave a brief lecture on TM and the Science of Creative Intelligence.

“We are using a limited amount of our mental potential,” Harry said. “Recent estimates range anywhere from five to ten percent of our brain’s possibilities.”

Mr. Bright also said that TM can develop more of that untapped potential.

“There are three main states of consciousness,” Harry explained. “These are waking, dreaming, and sleeping. The state of consciousness that exists when people meditate is called

Young GOP’s Speak

The College Republican Party has been an active member of the Lawrence community for many years and hopes to make this academic year equally as successful. If you haven’t heard of us or perhaps you’ve given us some thought, please let us introduce ourselves and our purpose.

We feel it is our obligation to act more like an “awareness group,” helping people get involved, instead of acting like some political club. While we will obviously present the Republican viewpoint on issues, our goal mainly is to aid people in forming their own opinions in relating issues, both domestic and abroad. We provide information on voting registration and various other functions, and organize informative question-and-answer sessions.

Now let us turn to current affairs. The College Republican Party supports LUGC’s recent actions denouncing the degrading South African policy of apartheid. However, we do not feel the divestment of American economic interests will solve the problem. Instead, we see it merely perpetuating the political and social situation in South Africa.

We hope you had a chance to participate in the candlelight vigil last week and hope that you will be politically conscious in the weeks and months to come.

HELP A FRIEND BREAK A HABIT ON NOV. 21

If you are smoking, help them quit during the Great American Smokout on November 21. Keep a hand from smoking for one day, and you may keep a friend for life.
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Now let us turn to current affairs. The College Republican Party supports LUGC’s recent actions denouncing the degrading South African policy of apartheid. However, we do not feel the divestment of American economic interests will solve the problem. Instead, we see it merely perpetuating the political and social situation in South Africa.

We hope you had a chance to participate in the candlelight vigil last week and hope that you will be politically conscious in the weeks and months to come.
In the early fall of 1985 the Seeley G. Mudd Library was a relatively unknown frontier on the Lawrence academic scene. Few people had the fortitude and pioneering spirit to explore this toaster-shaped fortress of reference books and magazines. It emanated a horrifying aura of scholarly reality that most chose to ignore in favor of the more comfortable (and fun) confines of The Grill, The Viking Room, and Pat's Tap. Yet for some The Mudd was filled with an alluring, dark, enigmatic magnetism that seemed to hold the key to the Lawrence Dream of knowledge, scholarship, and everything you paid for in class. And so they set out—small in numbers, but determined every day. They broke down the imposing glass doors, swept through the turnstiles, past the bookshelves, and up the stairs. There they found a land rich in resources, replete in reading materials, and they staked out their claims. The desolate desks and cube-shaped carrels became their homesteads. In true American fashion they sought out what was not expressly spoken for, and called it their own. They came, they studied, they conquered. They thought of the time they paid, and conjectured probably did not pay more. That the Library Squatters would have to trespass on a flat surface not already cluttered with other people's stuff. And when these were taken, they told them "Excuse me, you're claiming site, only to have someone else say "This carrel is mine—Find your own, Bub." The Library Squatters made it clear that they were here first, and here to stay. Then Mid-Term arrived. The procrastinators and the Lazy Intellectuals found themselves forced into the oxygen-deficient fluorescent hells of The Mudd. The call to study had finally been heard by all, and many new faces reluctantly crossed the library thresholds in search of a quiet place to catch up. But when they arrived, they found that the number of desks and carrels was indeed finite, and the supply of unoccupied floors seriously depleted. Many of the Library Squatters' homesteads sat empty as the number of desks and carrels had been severely depleted. When these were taken, they would have to trespass on a relatively uninhabited-looking claim site, only to have someone else tell them "Excuse me, you're at my desk." Then the not-so-acquisitive students became angry. They thought of the tuition money they paid, and conjectured if they probably did not pay more, why they had to wash searching for study space, while others simply walked past them and sat down in their carrels. You know, this really isn't fair. and asked "What gives them the right?" And they posted signs saying "Please don't remove things from my carrel. This space is saved, and even "This mine—Find your own, Bub." The Library Squatters made it clear that they were here first, and here to stay.

Apartheid continued from p. 1

PRESENT CONDITIONS

The rest of Mr. O'Brien's talk consisted of a description of the present social and economic conditions of the blacks in South Africa. Sixty percent of the nation's income goes to sixteen percent of the population—the white minority. The infant mortality rate is the highest out of all the African countries. There is one doctor for every 400 whites. There is only one doctor for every 44,000 blacks in the nation. Many black families are able to get together, at least, once a year. White families live together all year—unless they choose not to. Black families don't have the luxury of deciding for themselves. Many more facts were given about the present situation, but the picture is clear—and bleak.

LAWRENCE INVESTMENTS

President Warch informed those at the informational "rally" about the investment policies by which Lawrence abides. He said that Lawrence's $42 million endowment is invested in the Common Fund principles. Lawrence's investments, approves the Sullivan Principles of equal treatment in the workplace (in South Africa) and encourages corporate compliance. Neither the Sullivan Principles nor the Common Fund principles are binding, however. Although President Warch did say that those corporations who did not follow the Sullivan Principles would likely be sold.

THE VIGIL

At the candlelight vigil that was held in front of Main Hall that evening at 7:45 students, about 70 flickering flames lit up the faces of about an equal number of Lawrentians.

THE DAY

Most of the student participants interviewed agreed that it was an occasion worth being involved in. For some it was informational. For others it was emotional. The main purpose of the day, according to Jon Richards, president of LUCF, was to allow the whole Lawrence community to come together and try to "speak as one voice against Apartheid." It remains to be seen whether this goal was accomplished.
by Charlie Newhall

Sunday nights are, typically, a time when we Lawrenceans begin to think about all that work we ought to have completed over the weekend. The Lawrence Jazz Jam Session, though not designed to diminish those well-earned regrets, serves as a relaxing and enjoyable way to begin a new week. The first two Coffeehouse concerts were highly successful in this task.

Jazz set the tone for the artists of “Fire and Ice” and the Jazz Jam Session. This year the Coffeehouse begins a close association with the Conservatory’s Jazz program. The Committee seeks to offer a special opportunity to Jazz musicians in the Coffeehouse forum. The most appropriate way to begin this cooperation is to go to the roots of Lawrence’s Jazz program. This is exactly what the Coffeehouse Committee was trying to do when they approached the Conservatory’s Director of Ensembles, John Harman. Mr. Harman accepted the Coffeehouse’s invitation and recommended the Jazz Ensemble as the artist. The Committee is very grateful for his generosity.

Mr. Harman was the first to play for the Coffeehouse Committee (last 3 years) expanded to include Lawrence students on campus to perform. He also made a valuable contribution to the Coffeehouse Committee. His input and advice will be valuable as the next season approaches. The first two Coffeehouse concerts were highly successful in this task.

Several changes have been noticeable at these concerts. The first is the new 50¢ admission charge to help cover a seemingly inevitable deficit incurred last year. (I hear many of you groaning about “not-to-miss” events at Lawrence, but the Coffeehouse is a definite “not-to-miss” event at Lawrence. This year’s upcoming concerts will include such artists as Fred Small, Cathy Fink and Claudia Schmidt. There will be many opportunities for students to perform. And, most reliably, there will always be the Coffeehouse’s famous baked goods (now expanded to include LaFromon mineral water, herbal teas, and peanuts in the-shell). Don’t forget, all are invited—faculty, students, staff, and other interested parties.)
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physical disorder, according to Dr. Pflaumer, results from the inability of people to adjust to changing conditions. "Others and headaches are indicators of this inability to adjust," Ann explained. "Contrary to popular opinion, they are normal bodily responses to stress."

We have all kinds of technologies to take care of various functions in our society," she continued. "What we need is a technology for preventive medicine. TM can work toward perfecting people's health." Ann said that a fest was administered to a group of 50 year olds to see if their health had been affected after using the TM method. They found that after five years of meditating regularly, their biological age was actually twelve years less than their chronological age.

Mr. Bright sat at the end of the lecture that TM practitioners all have a fundamental goal in mind. "We want to improve people's quality of life while, at the same time, enable them to come to a better understanding of themselves and of the world around them."

Then Mr. Bright went on to explain how this "fourth state" can actually help individuals in their daily lives, because that much of our stress is actually internalized. It is not visible, but it builds up over a period of time within each person's system—and this can cause illness or nervous disorders. "If we are more peaceful inside, then it is much easier and more enjoyable to live," he said that this is certainly true at MIU.

Higher education should develop the whole person, Harry Bright continued. "We need to expand the container of knowledge—not just fill it with ideas.

Mr. Bright even claimed that the TM method has been successful in raising the IQ levels in people of legal drinking age and beyond.

The theme parties have traditionally been a major part of Lawrence's social scene. This year will be no exception with four traditional theme parties scheduled for this fall. Delta Tau Delta Fraternity will present their traditional fall party, "Safe House," on Homecoming Night, October 26. The Delta and Kappa Tau Fraternity will present a replica of Milwaukee's Safespace bar. Freshmen and students enter through a sliding bookcase to find themselves in the first floor lounge with mixed drinks and hors-d'oeuvres being served. There will be beer taps and room to dance in the basement. Finally, folk music fans will be attracted to Uncle Sam's Cafe in the attic where campus folk music stars will be playing.

One week later, Phi Kappa Tau Fraternity will present Le Brawl. The brothers of Phi Kappa Tau found their first five years of the fall term transforming their house into a French setting and come join in the fun. One is encouraged to wear Toga Party held earlier this fall, the brothers of Phi Delta Theta and the sisters of Kappa Gamma will kick off Roller, with their annual "Beach Bash" party at the Phi Delta House on November 9th. Punch and beer will be provided for those of legal drinking age. Non-alcoholic beverages will also be served. Everyone is encouraged to wear their favorite beach attire and come join in the fun.

The most common form of treatment for legal drinking age and beyond.

Students enter through the sewer pipes, the survivors of the sewer pipes. Here they await entrance into a manhole. After crawling through the sewer pipes, the night is fast approaching and come join in the fun. One is encouraged to wear Toga Party held earlier this fall, the brothers of Phi Delta Theta and the sisters of Kappa Gamma will kick off Roller, with their annual "Beach Bash" party at the Phi Delta House on November 9th. Punch and beer will be provided for those of legal drinking age. Non-alcoholic beverages will also be served. Everyone is encouraged to wear their favorite beach attire and come join in the fun.

Mr. Bright went on to cite studies which showed that, as students adopted the TM method, their health became easier and more enjoyable to live. He said that this is certainly true at MIU.
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**Film Committee Seeks Rave Reviews**

by Kurt Trode

Do you want your HBO? Does lack of capital mean you can't fake it? Keep you from hopping down the avenue to grab a quick beer? If you answered yes to those, or other questions related to how to spend your leisure time, the Film Selection Committee suggests you partake in the entertaining and widely acclaimed motion pictures that have to offer. In 1985-86 the station, attention is being paid to bringing in a variety of films that will not be a part of theStatus Quo or mainstream film that have been overlooked over the years.

The 1985-86 period is the first in which a film such as Black Flag, Dead, Pink Floyd's 91.1 each Sunday afternoon during the pre-war era. While including 'shore and influenced' music. Immediately following that is a two hour segment of music for those Ivanka to those with a taste for the leading edge. Other highlights include 'Tangents of Blue', a program that Lawrence plays music of bands such as Fears, Black Flag, Dead Kennedys, etc. and has a substantial following in the Appleton area. Another group composed of the best of classical music fans can tune in to "Contraflag," a program that is heard over the weekend. The majority of films are from such great composers as Tschaikovsky, Bach, Beethoven, and many others.

**WLFM: Bach to Black Flag**

by Steve Siegel

Program director Mike Murphy breaks up the weekday afternoon from 1:00 to 6:30 (8:30 on Friday). Music can be heard on the station. Programming schedule indicates that there is no new trend toward the 'Personals' section in last week's Lawrence. Don't despair, rock fans! Nearly every other major musical form has some airing during the remaining evening and weekend.

10% Discount on select items to University Students with ID
**Beloit Football Preview**

When your conference title hopes have been reduced to a wing and a prayer, there's nothing wrong with a good old-fashioned rivalry to keep the juices flowing.

The Lawrence University Vikings, mathematically still alive for the Midwest Conference's north division crown, travel to Beloit this weekend to renew an old-fashioned rivalry that began in 1899. Kickoff at the Buccaneers' Strong Stadium is set for 1:30 p.m.

In sports it's sometimes better to be lucky than good, but the Vikings will need to be both if they are to claim this year's NC north division title. The Vikings can shimmee up that thread of hope by winning their final three games of the season while keeping their fingers crossed that their divisional friends help them out by beating St. Norbert three straight games. By keeping fresh players in the game we can avoid some of the breakdowns, especially the mental ones, that tend to occur when players get tired.

The Vikings' pass defense will be under the microscope again this week as Beloit brings the league's third-best passing attack into the game. While St. Norbert managed just 62 yards rushing on 14 carries, the Buccaneers' QB has averaged nearly 33 yards and 31 points. Agness is hoping for similar results after last week's 17-7 setback.

A year ago, the Buccaneers broke a smothering stranglehold the Vikings had held on them with a 10-6 victory at the Banta Bowl. The win snapped 17 years of frustration for the Bucs, who had not beaten Lawrence since 1965.

Most of the Vikings' wins over Beloit during that stretch were of the lop-sided variety. While Lawrence has averaged nearly 33 points per game in the 17 meetings, the Bucs haven't scored more than 14 points against the Vikings since their 22-21 win in 1965. At one point, the Vikings held Beloit scoreless for four straight games.

"We have a strong winning tradition with Beloit but we lost a little bit of it last year," Agness said. "We intended to get it back this year."

A 4-2 overall, 2-2 conference) can hold their divisional "friends" this season, but if they knock us off, they'd consider the season a success.

"We've created a pretty efficient offense that can adjust to whatever a defense can throw at us," Agness said. "We need a little consistency on our execution, but the pieces are all in place to get the job done."

"Against St. Norbert we found out we were much more effective rotating our linemen. We'll be doing a lot more of that, getting more kids some minutes, bigger offensive explosion of the season—288 total yards and 31 points—Agness is hoping for similar results after last week's 17-7 setback.

"We have a strong winning tradition with Beloit but we lost a little bit of it last year," Agness said. "We intended to get it back this year."

A season high 246 yards through the air the season this week (219 in conference games), the Bucs suffered a severe blow last week...
The 1985 Lawrence volleyball season was one of quiet frustration for the team and its players.

The Fox Valley team offers its members an exciting 24 game season beginning at a time of year necessary for a team to maintain a competitive edge. The Lasers also offer free hotel accommodations on overnight trips, free beer to its members and other attractive perks. The latter being, at this stage the subject of the accused recruiting violation. The Lawrence team offers only a 12 game schedule, cool uniforms, and the fact that Lawrence girls often attend the games. When informed of this situation which threatens to jeopardize the Viking season, Lawrence Head Coach Dick Farenholz said only, "Yeah, right!"

Lawrence had been striving for the whole season. An honor roll of 13 includes the names of Beth Campbell, Lillian Fujii, Jaci Bebeli, Kari Hansen, Beth Kranerger, Connie Reno, Carrie Roberts, Stephanie Samuel and Anne Wermuth. Absolutely fantastic, totally exciting, and fabulous was a confident shape going into the conference playoffs in late October. Come out and see a game; you may be pleasantly surprised at how electrifying a sporting event can be.

Religion is one of the subjects that people feel most comfortable discussing. The Lawrence team offers only a 12 game schedule, cool uniforms, and the fact that Lawrence girls often attend the games. When informed of this situation which threatens to jeopardize the Viking season, Lawrence Head Coach Dick Farenholz said only, "Yeah, right!"

"In Tune with the Airwaves" 1985 Football vs. Chicago What do you think of the 1985 Football team? Are you a fan? Let us know! We'd love to hear from you!